



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































interviews,	but	excerpts	can	be	seen	in	the	archive	collection	“Hawai‘i Deaf History and 
Current Documentation.”	
120	This	is	author’s	best	estimation	according	to	the	evidence,	corroborated	by	local	elder	
Paul	Tomiyasu	who	observed	the	history	as	it	happened	(personal	communication	Feb.	2,	
2020).	
121	See	especially	Ryoichi	Narikawa,	Wallace	“Masa”	Hamada,	and	Eugene	Rodrigues	in	the	
2012	collection.	Ryoichi	and	Masa	were	also	filmed	in	1999.	Suichi	Honda	and	Mildred	
Morikawa	were	other	old-timers	we	interviewed	in	2012	but	their	signing	was	strongly	
ASL.	All	these	folks	were	born	in	the	1920s.	
122	Clark,	Brenda;	Samantha	Rarrick;	Bradley	Rentz;	Claire	Stabile;	James	Woodward;	Sarah	
Uno	(2016).	“Uncovering	Creole	Hawai‘i	Sign	Language:	Evidence	from	a	case	study”.	
Theoretical	Issues	in	Sign	Language	Research	(TISLR)	12.	
123	There	is	no	hidden	Deaf	group	that	has	continued	using	HSL	in	isolation	since	1939.	
Riyuji	Takenaka	(born	1927)	is	one	of	the	best	examples	still	alive;	his	SL	is	mixed.	He	can	
remember	many	old	signs	but	doesn’t	use	them	all	the	time.	He	cannot	sign	in	a	way	that	
uses	only	HSL.	No	one	can.	
124	Thanks	to	Jim	Souza	for	this	thought	(from	interview	August	18,	2012).		
125	Paul	Tomiyasu,	personal	communication,	Feb.	2,	2020.		
